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GENERAL DE GAULLE'S SPEECH TO FRANCE

Following is text, of a speech to he delivered at

9*20 D.B.S.T, tonight by General do Gaulle to the

French people in the French Service of the B.B.C.

France is still fighting to-day* In this third year of war France is

fighting on in spite of disaster and a so-called armistice, in spite of

the crushing oppression of the invader, in spite of the continuous treachery
of the men who have usurped governmental power, in spite of the untiring

propaganda of those traitors and of the enemy who poison the sources of

public information over which they have absolute control, in spite of

executions, arrests and reprisals. '

France is fighting and her war effort both at hone and abroad assumes

a vital importance in the common fight for liberty - an importance which

to-morrow nay prove decisive.

What would be the material position of our Allies in Africa if they

were deprived of the Franco who fights on in her territories of the Chad,
the Cameroons, the Congo and the Ubangi? Who would to-day control the

Arabic Orient if France, together with, her .British allies, had not freed

the states of the Levant, where she is the mandatory power and. where she

has resumed her role, notably her fighting role?.

What lines of communication would remain open to the Allies between the

Australian and American continents, what possibilities ’would, there be of

bringing Allied forces into play in the groat battles of the Pacific, if

there were no Fighting France in her colonics of New Caledonia, Tahiti and

the New Hebrides?

Nlar.it could prevent the traitors, Hitler’s collaborators, from assuring

the victory of Germany by the exploitation of the despair of France, if

there were not the heroic resistance of the French people and the bloody

proofs of that resistance which have been given at St, Nazaire, Chateaubriant

Nantes, Paris* Bordeaux and Strasbourg?

llho truth is that the result of the world. conflict depends to a great

extent on the present and. future actions of France, Crushed at the outset,

when almost alone in the vanguard of the democracies, she remains capable

of giving powerful aid hy retaining her fighting spirit and by making

vrar with every means at her disposal.



Fighting France fights only for. France, She despises* thc; ~ -

eneny ana. his friends who cry that Fight mg France is in the--service

of Foreign powers. True, Fighting France is pro-British, pro-Russian,

pro-American - because the victory of the British, the Russians and the

Americans will also be her victory* She remains by the side of these

allies, despite all that it costs her, so that by their side she may

serve, defend and; symbolise the soul, the honour and the interests of

France, She has chosen to remain loyal to the supporters of liberty because

in that way she intends, not only to attain her ideal, but to satisfy
her -desire for national independence and integrity.

It would be as vain for France to claim her rights but to

dodge her obligations as it would be for her allies to pin. her to her

obligations and to question her rights.

Fighting France in the-France who, - tom by the energy and-betrayed

by the loaders when she trusted, gathers together her forces for victory and

her reconstructions. The' ’Union sacree’ has been realised by all her

faithful children - at hone and abroad - around those who have the

opportunity to- uphold her honour and integrity by the force of arms -

and this, despite the sorrows, the chains, the barriers and the lies.

Thus is seen, once again, the eternal miracle of France,

To the enemies of France and to the traitors who serve them,
this is an obvious set-back which presages the inevitable downfall.

To the friends .of France this is the one sure factor which guarantees
the ever increasing participation of France in the war and her

necessary co-operation in the peace.
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